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The big news from Climax this month is the acquisition of material 

wealthl For some time we have felt a need for more and efficient 
working space. Office facilities, data reduction areas, shop space 
and other specialized areas have been at a premium. We have the approval 
and the money to remodel the existing spectrograph wing of the large 
dome as well as to build a two story addition adjacent to this wing.

The architectural firm of Heinzman and Ingalls are finalizing the 
plans and we hope to begin construction early in June. Gary Johnson,
NCAR Architect, is the liason man between HAO and the architectural firm.

Specifically, we intend to accomplish the following by adding a 
16 foot wide two floor addition on the north side of the present wing:

1. A larger and more efficient machine shop will be built on the 
ground floor.

2. An electronics shop will occupy part of the existing building.

3. A library and possibly five offices - for observers and 7 
visitors - will be incorporated into the new building.

4. An optics lab, as well as a second darkroom and specialized 
areas for data reduction, is also anticipated.

5. The access road will leave the parking lot area in a north
westerly direction (thereby eliminating the road on the south 
over which the instruments must look). Too, this implies the 
north side will receive all the vehicular and foot traffic 
hence becoming the "front" of the building.

This may be scheming and dreaming too far in advance but we hope the 
building will be ready for occupancy this fall.

Another area in which we've recently acquired material wealth is 
with an elaborate fire detection system - designed to protect those tilings 
we already have! This system is trade named Pyr-A-Larm. It is an 
ionized chamber detection system. The sensitivity of the individual 
detecting heads can be varied. Basically, the system is sensitive to 
particles of combustion and sounds an audible warning when they are
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present. We were concerned the system might be too sensitive but thus 
far have had only one false alarm, both domes and the instrumentation 
are well protected; also, there is one detection head in each of the 
guest dwellings and resident staff homes. The possibility of fire has 
always been a menace due to our limited fire fignting capabilities.
With this new detection system we should be able to locate trouble 
areas in the initial stages consequently controlling them with hand 
extinguishers.

The new RCA image converter tube was installed in mid-March and the 
first spectra were very encouraging. Charlie Ross designed the new 
mount and he and Heinz Eichenseer built and installed it at Climax. The 
new mounting provisions have necessitated refocussing of the system 
which we are currently doing. The tube appears to have about a 50% 
increase in phosphor intensity over the previous tubes. The refraction 
pattern that has haunted us in the past is not in evidence on the 
spectrograms thus far.

Two new studies were initiated on the small coronagraoh this month. 
One for Bob Bessey that involves the life study of spicules in H-Alpha. 
The other program is for Tandberg-Hanssen. Andy has found anomalous 
doppler widths in the two shorter wavelengths of the Call infrared 
lines. We are currently attempting these lines in prominences.

Although March yielded only 12% coronal sky, the observations with 
the 5" coronagraph include:

1. Red surveys: three complete and one partial

2. Green surveys: two complete and one partial

3. K & H line study for Tandberg-Hanssen: one set

4. Integrated disk light in K & H for Skumanich: three attempts

5. Special spicule study: one set

o. Infrared Call: one set

7 . 4300 region filter calibration: one set

8. Image tube tests: many attempts

The big dome is still shut down for modifications to the spectro
graph, magnetograph and to resurface a. mirror in the coronagraph. The 
repair work on the declination drive has been completed. We should 
have the coronagraph back into operation about mid-April at which time 
the tentative plans are to cooperate with Dr. John Noxon of Harvard in 
using ftis spectral scanning polarimeter to observe the Green line.
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Winter is almost behind us. It seems as if this is an unusually 
easy winter in keeping the roads and walks open, although the total 
snowfall is uncomfortably close to our "record year" of 19b1-62. In 
fact we are only about twenty-five inches behind at this time. Curious, 
but it seems that all the betting filling the air a few months ago 
about whether we would have a record year or not has tapered off. 
Possibly because at this moment, Chet Porter can’t find any takers.

/ 9
The Seventh Annual Climax Snowoff benefit deadline is the of

April, Be on the lookout for entry forms.

bob James
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